Proof-carrying data: Secure
computation on untrusted
platforms |
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hen running software applications and services, we rely on the underlying
execution platform: the hardware and the lower levels of the software stack.
The execution platform is susceptible to a wide range of threats, ranging from
accidental bugs, faults, and leaks to maliciously induced Trojan horses. The problem is
aggravated by growing system complexity and by increasingly pertinent outsourcing
and supply chain consideration. Traditional mechanisms, which painstakingly validate all
system components, are expensive and limited in applicability.
What if the platform assurance
problem is just too hard? Do we have
any hope of securely running software
when we cannot trust the underlying
hardware, hypervisor, kernel, libraries,
and compilers?
This article will discuss a potential
approach for doing just so: conducting
trustworthy computation on untrusted
execution platforms. The approach,
proof-carrying data (PCD), circumnavi
circumnavigates the threat of faults and
leakage by reasoning solely
about properties of a computation’s output data, regardless
of the process that produced
it. In PCD, the system designer
prescribes the desired properties of the computation’s outputs. These properties are then
enforced using cryptographic
proofs attached to all data flowing through the system and
verified at the system perimeter
as well as internal nodes.
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1. introduction
Integrity of data, information flow control, and fault
isolation are three examples of security properties
of which attainment, in the general case and under
minimal assumptions, is a major open problem. Even
when particular solutions for specific cases are known,
they tend to rely on platform trust assumptions (for
example, the kernel is trusted, the central processing
unit is trusted), and even then they cannot cross trust
boundaries between mutually untrusting parties. For
example, in cloud computing, clients are typically
interested in both integrity [1] and confidentiality [2]
when they delegate their own computations to the
untrusted workers.
Minimal trust assumptions and very strong certification guarantees are sometimes almost a basic
requirement. For example, within the information
technology supply chain, faults can be devastating
to security [3] and hard to detect; moreover, hardware and software components are often produced in
faraway lands from parts of uncertain origin where
it is hard to carry out quality assurance in case trust
is not available [4]. This all implies risks to the users
and organizations [5, 6, 7, 8].

2. Goals
In order to address the aforementioned problems, we
propose the following goal:
Goal. A compiler that, given a protocol for a
distributed computation and a security property
(in the form of a predicate to be verified at every
node of the computation), yields an augmented
protocol that enforces the security property.
We wish this compiler to respect the original
distributed computation (that is, the compiler should
preserve the computation’s communication graph, dynamics, and efficiency). This implies, for example, that
scalability is preserved: If the original computation can
be jointly conducted by numerous parties, then the
compiler produces a secure distributed computation
that has the same property.

3. Our approach
We propose a generic solution approach, proofcarrying data (PCD), to solve the aforementioned

problems by defining appropriate checks to be performed on each party’s computation and then letting
parties attach proofs of correctness to each message.
Every piece of data flowing through a distributed
computation is augmented by a short proof string
that certifies the data as compliant with some desired
property. These proofs can be propagated and aggregated “on the fly,” as the computation proceeds.
These proofs may be between components of a single
platform or between components of mutually untrusting platforms, thereby extending trust to any
distributed computation.
But what “properties” do we consider? Certainly
we want to consider the property that every node
carried out its own computation without making any
mistakes. More generally, we consider properties that
can be expressed as a requirement that every step in
the computation satisfies some compliance predicate
C computable in polynomial time; we call this notion
C-compliance. Thus, each party receives inputs that
are augmented with proof strings, computes some
outputs, and augments each of the outputs with a
new proof string that will convince the next party (or
the verifier of the ultimate output) that the output is
consistent with a C-compliant computation. See figure
1 for a high-level diagram of this idea.
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Figure 1. A distributed computation in which each party sends
a message mi that is augmented with a short proof πi . The final
verifier inspects the computation’s outputs in order to decide
whether they are “compliant” or not.

For example, C could simply require that each
party’s computation was carried out without errors.
Or, C could require that not only each party’s computation was carried out without errors, but also that
the program run by each party carried a signature
valid under the system administrator’s public key; in
such a case, the local program supplied by each party
would be the combination of the program and the
signature. Or, C could alternatively require that each
party’s computation involved a binary produced by
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a compiler prescribed by the system administrator,
which is known to perform certain tests on the code to
be compiled (for example, type safety, static analysis,
dynamic enforcement). Note that a party’s local program could be a combination of code, human inputs,
and randomness.
To formalize the above, we define and construct
a PCD scheme: A cryptographic primitive that fully
encapsulates the proof system machinery and provides a simple but very general “interface” to be used
in applications.a
Our construction does require a minimal trusted
setup: Every party should have black-box access to
a simple signed-input-and-randomness functionality, which signs every input it receives along with
some freshly-generated random bits. This is similar to
standard functionality of cryptographic signing tokens
and can also be implemented using Trusted Platform
Module chips or a trusted party.

3.1. Our results
We introduce the generic approach of PCD for securing distributed computations and describing the
cryptographic primitive of PCD schemes to capture
this approach:
Theorem (informal). PCD schemes
can be constructed under standard
cryptographic assumptions, given
signed-input-and-randomness tokens.

3.2. The construction and its practicality
We do not rely on the traditional notion of a proof; instead, we rely on computationally sound proofs. These
are proofs that always exist for true theorems and can
be found efficiently given the appropriate witness. For
false theorems, however, we only have the guarantee
that no efficient procedure will be able to write a proof
that makes us accept with more than negligible probability. Nonetheless, computationally sound proofs
are just as good as traditional ones, for we are not
interested in being protected against infeasible attack
procedures, nor do we mind accepting a false theorem
with, say, 2-100 probability.

The advantage of settling for computationally sound
proofs is that they can be much shorter than the computation to which they attest and can be verified much
more quickly than repeating the entire computation.
To this end, we use probabilistically checkable proofs
(PCPs) [11, 12], which originate in the field of computational complexity and its cryptographic extensions [9, 13, 14].
While our initial results establish theoretical foundations for PCD and show their possibility in principle, the aforementioned PCPs are computationally
heavy and are notorious for being efficient only in the
asymptotic sense, and they are not yet of practical relevance. Motivated by the potential impact of a practical PCD scheme, we have thus taken on the challenge
of constructing a practical PCP system, in an ongoing
collaboration with Professor Eli Ben-Sasson and a
team of programmers at the Technion.

4. related approaches
Cryptographic tools. Secure multiparty computation
[15, 16, 17] considers the problem of secure function
evaluation; our setting is not one function evaluation,
but ensuring a single invariant (that is, C-compliance) through many interactions and computations
between parties.
Platforms, languages, and static analysis. Integrity can be achieved by running on suitable faulttolerant systems. Confidentiality can be achieved
by platforms with suitable information flow control
mechanisms following [18, 19] (for example, at the
operating-system level [20, 21]). Various invariants
can be achieved by statically analyzing programs and
by programming language mechanisms such as type
systems following [22, 23]. The inherent limitation of
these approaches is that the output of such computation can be trusted only if one trusts the whole platform that executed it; this renders them ineffective in
the setting of mutually untrusting distributed parties.
run-time approaches. In proof-carrying code (PCC)
[24], the code producer augments the code with formal, efficiently checkable proofs of the desired properties (typically, using the aforementioned language
or static analysis techniques); PCC and PCD are

a. PCD schemes generalize the “computationally-sound proofs” of Micali [9], which consider only the “one-hop” case of a single prover
and a single verifier and also generalize the “incrementally verifiable computation” of Valiant [10], which considers the case of an a-priori
fixed sequence of computations.
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complementary techniques, in the sense that PCD can
enforce properties expressed via PCC. Dynamic analysis monitors the properties of a program’s execution
at run-time (for example, [25, 26, 27]). Our approach
can be interpreted as extending dynamic analysis to
the distributed setting, by allowing parties to (implicitly) monitor the program execution of all prior parties
without actually being present during the executions.
The Fabric system [28] is similar to PCD in motivation, but takes a very different approach: Fabric aims
to make maximal use of distributed-system given trust
constraints, while PCD creates new trust relations.

5. The road onward
We envision PCD as a framework for achieving security properties in a nonconventional way that circumvents many difficulties with current approaches.
In PCD, faults and leakage are acknowledged as an
expected occurrence, and rendered inconsequential
by reasoning about properties of data that are independent of the preceding computation. The system
designer prescribes the desired properties of the
computation’s output; proofs of these properties are attached to the data flowing through the system and are
mutually verified by the system’s components.
We have already shown explicit constructions of
PCD, under standard cryptographic assumptions, in
the model where parties have black-box access to a
simple hardware token. The theoretical problem of
weakening this requirement, or formally proving that
it is (in some sense) necessary, remains open. In recent
work, we show how to resolve this problem in the case
of a single party’s computation [29].
As for practical realizations, since there is evidence
that the use of PCPs for achieving short proofs is
inherent [30], we are tackling head-on the challenge of
making PCPs practical. We are also studying devising
ways to express the security properties, to be enforced
by PCD, using practical programming languages such
as C++.
In light of these, as real-world practicality of PCD
becomes closer and closer, the task of compliance
engineering becomes an exciting direction. While PCD
provides a protocol compiler to ensure any compliance

predicate in a distributed computation, figuring out
what are useful compliance predicates in this or that
setting is a problem in its own right.
We already envision problem domains where we
believe enforcing compliance predicates will come
a long way toward securing distributed systems in a
strong sense:
 Multilevel security. PCD may be used for information flow control. For example, consider
enforcing multilevel security [31, Chap. 8.6] in
a room full of data-processing machines. We
want to publish outputs labeled “nonsecret,” but
are concerned that they may have been tainted
by “secret” information (for example, due to
bugs, via software side channel attacks [32] or,
perhaps, via literal eavesdropping [33, 34, 35]).
PCD then allows you to reduce the problem of
controlling information flow to the problem of
controlling the perimeter of the information
room by ensuring that every network packet
leaving the room is inspected by the PCD verifier
to establish it carries a valid proof.
 iT supply chain and hardware Trojans. Using
PCD, one can achieve fault isolation and accountability at the level of system components
(for example, chips or software modules) by
having each component augment every output
with a proof that its computation, including all
history it relied on, was correct. Any fault in the
computation, malicious or otherwise, will then
be identified by the first nonfaulty subsequent
component. Note that even the PCD verifiers
themselves do not have to be trusted except for
the very last one.
 Distributed type safety. Language-based typesafety mechanisms have tremendous expressive
power, but are targeted at the case where the
underlying execution platform can be trusted to
enforce type rules. Thus, they typically cannot
be applied across distributed systems consisting of multiple mutually untrusting execution
platforms. This barrier can be surmounted by
using PCD to augment typed values passing
between systems with proofs for the correctness
of the type.
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Efforts to understand how to think about compliance in concrete problem domains are likely to
uncover common problems and corresponding
design patterns [36], thus improving our overall ability to correctly phrase desired security properties as
compliance predicates.
We thus pose the following challenge: Given a
genie that grants every wish expressed as a compliance
predicate on distributed computations, what compliance predicates would you wish for in order to achieve
the security properties your system needs?
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